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Theory

Theory

Figure 1: The 1Line Keyboard. It consists of only eight character keys, flick gestures, and a novel approach for integrat-
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HCI Research Literacy III
Results and Dissemination with Examples from Midair Input
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Applications of Midair Input
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A Handlebar Metaphor
Available at: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2208585

Song et al., CHI ’12

3D spatial interactions

Going beyond the surface
Available at: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2208583

Expanding interactive surfaces

Spindler et al., CHI ’12

Benefits and Drawbacks of
Midair Input
Understanding Naturalness and Intuitiveness in
Gesture Production
Available at: http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1979061

Grandhi et al., CHI ’11

Communication with gestures

+ High degree-of-freedom
+ Move beyond desk/mobile
+ Natural way for gestural communication
– Noisy input and accidental activation
– Exertion: The Gorilla Arm problem
– Privacy and social acceptance
CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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selves. Finally, relative to device locations utilise the local
space around a device for actions to be interpreted
relative to—a relative to an external object reference
frame, with the ‘object’ being the initial location of the
pointing device itself.
Absolute locations are largely constrained to one
physical location as motions must be towards the actual

interpreted as the origin. Sec
of reference complicates d
intentions. For example, if th
reference, should the head’s
when determining direction
between the user’s expectat
pretation could lead to conf

Characterizing Design Space of
Midair Pointing

Midair Pointing

Interaction Dimensions
Absolute Location
Relative to Object
(a)

(b)

Reference Frame

(c)

Relative to Device

Figure 1. (a) very large (5m x 1.8m), high resolution (6144 x 2304 pixels) display; (b) visualization showing ambiguous posture

(Vogel & Balakrishnan, UIST ’05)

Remote mid-air pointing nevertheless has shown good
performance why we decided to compare the usage of the
against mid-air pointing techniques. Both have much potential to enrich interaction in
various situations and do not interfere with the projection.

The pointing technique for the dominant hand employs
image-plane or perspective-based [13,27] pointing (Figure
1) that follows the user’s line of sight. As seen from the
user’s perspective, finger positions are mapped onto the
display when they are within its boundary box. Importantly, the non-dominant hand does not have to point at the
remote target, or the surface itself, to invoke manipulations.
After the dominant hand has acquired the target, the user
can then perform a selection gesture with their nondominant hand to enable scaling and rotation. Varying the
distance between both hands results in an affine transformation that controls
the target’s
size and orientation.
Degrees
of freedom

Input Scale

implemented on tabletops, with a key ability to extract hover information. More recently, the Kinect depth camera
[16] was used in LightSpace [40] as a sensor to detect both
in-air gestural input and touch on a surface.

The initial version of the Microsoft Surface [19] used a
bottom-projected display that could sense objects placed on
The aim of our research is a first exploration of mid-air
top using
integrated
cameras
al., ITS
’11) the
(Winkler
et al., ITS
’12) and computer vision. The Surpointing for projector phones. (Banerjee
Since theetarea
around
face
2 usesata each
new corner
displaythree
technology
where
each pixel is a
Figure 1. Perspective-based
pointingspaces
technique.
The
jection
by
pointing
times while
holding
idered
different
around
group
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combinationmedia
of computing
RGB and
IR elements, thus being able
to
cursor position is determined through two points: the
detect
hand
shadows
close
to
the
surface.
nose bridge, and the index finger of the dominant hand.

Relative to Body

Input Degrees of Freedom
Feedback Modality

Y

Position

Z

Rotation

Roll

Visual
Aural

Feedback Content

X

Develop

Pitch
Yaw

Haptic

Fig. 2. Summary of the air pointing design framework.
(Cockburn et al, International Journal of Human-Computer Studies ’11)
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To augment touch with Pointable, we drew on this body of
prior research to explore the affordances associated with
rich sensor data, including but not limited to, touch input,
arm or hand hover information, and
in-air gestural
data.
Author's
personal

copy
User Study: Effect of DoF and
User Study: Effect of DoF and
We categorize techniques for accessing and positioning
Visual Feedback
Visual Feedback
out-of-reach digital content into widgets, cursors, and penAccessing Out-of-Reach Areas on a Large Display

A. Cockburn
et al. / Int. J. Human-Computer Studies 69 (2011) 401–414
based interactions, and remote
interactions.

407

Widgets,
Cursors
and(‘raycasting’,
Pen-basedseeInteractions.
Widget or
to
using a laser
pointer
Fig. 1(a)); the

cursor
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interaction
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other
using
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scale x andtechniques
y translations
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other
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on uses
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encouraging
to conceive
itemsmoving
located in
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Gradually reducing feedback
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objects
on large dislocating items with x, y, and z translations (‘3D volume’,
plays.
I-Grabber
[1]
is
a
multi-touch
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visualization
In this paper, weRay
report
on pitch
threeand
experiments
designed to
Full visual feedback: target location,
casting:
yaw
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a virtual
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experiment measures
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of visual
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(3) bimanual
input
and the use of the non-dominant hand
to
quire smaller
and more
distant targets with laser pointers.
(eyes-free) to characterise how the interfaces influenced the
at the maximum target depth (there was no stereoscopy,
switch between input modalities.
They
observed
that
when
using
laser
pointers,
collaboration
participants’ ability to refine their proprioceptive memory.
motion parallax, or other depth cues); the name labels on
Sensing Direct-Touch and In-Air Gestures for Tabletops
was reduced, as the lack of embodiment in the technique
targets in all conditions were at a constant size of 60 pt.
DiamondTouch [4] and SmartSkin [31] are early sensing
did Participants
not communicate
where a user was pointing.
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User Study: Effect of DoF and
Visual Feedback
• Degrees of freedom
•
•
•

• Gradually reducing feedback

Ray casting: pitch and yaw
2D plane: high, left
3D volume: high, left, back

•

Full visual feedback: target location,
origin, cursor

•
•
•

Without cursor
Without origin location and cursor
No visual feedback
Fig. 4.and
Speed
and accuracy
results
for the
three interfaces
across feedback
typebars71
(error bars71
error).
(a)mean
Speed:selection
mean selection
Fig. 4. Speed
accuracy
results for
the three
interfaces
across feedback
type (error
standardstandard
error). (a)
Speed:
time. (b)time. (b)
Accuracy:
mean distance
from target.
Accuracy:
mean distance
from target.
Speed:
selection time
Accuracy: distance from target

Speed, accuracy, …
In-class exercise: Sketch two graphs showing the result
(Cockburn et al, International Journal of Human-Computer Studies ’11)
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(Cockburn et al, International Journal of Human-Computer Studies ’11)
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Reading the Results

"Piled Higher and Deeper" by Jorge Cham www.phdcomics.com
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Statistics in Experimental Research
H0, H1: hypothesis

DV & Level of
measurement

α: wrong hit

β: wrong miss

{within, between} IV & Conditions

{r, d}: effect size

Power

This lecture

The experiment

{t, F, χ2}:Test statistics
(α)

p-value

Descriptive statistics,Visualization

Test statistics’ assumptions
df: Degree of freedom

Maximal model

Previous lecture

N: Sample size

Data

ANOVA:
Analysis of Variance

{r, d}: effect size (α)

(β)

• Goal: partition the variance from different sources
• Method: fit different models and determine how
good the models explain the data

•
•
•

Null model

Maximal model: one parameter per data point
Null model: all data points are represented by
Determine just adequate candidate model that fits the data

Power

{accept, reject}

A candidate model
Analysis
Report
media computing group
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ANOVA:
Analysis of Variance
•

Candidate model fits as well as null model

media computing group

• Effect that each independent variable has to the dependent variable
•

Candidate model fits better than null model

18

Main Effect

Assess goodness of fit

•
•

CTHCI — Jan Borchers

The effect is statistically significant
The effect is not statistically significant

Shown by mean of each level of a variable

• Main effect of interface and feedback type to selection time
Tr
ai
ni
No ng
C
No urso
Lo r
Bl cat
an io
k
n

• Both mean and variance matter: Examples here are simplified

Null model

Candidate model

Null model

Candidate model

Not statistically significant

Statistically significant
E.g., F2, 28 = 73.07, p <.001
CTHCI — Jan Borchers

Average
Average
across interfaces across feedbacks
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In-class Exercise: Main Effect

Interaction Effect
• Effect of one independent variable depends on the particular level of
another independent variable

• Draw graphs comparing the main effects of interface and feedback to

•

the accuracy and discuss your analysis with your neighbor

Visualized by non-parallel lines connecting the same level of a variable

• Distance increases in 3D more rapidly than in 2D and Raycasting

Average
across interfaces
CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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Average
across feedbacks

media computing group

In-class Exercise

media computing group
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Putting Them All Together

• Draw graphs comparing the interaction effects interface × feedback
to the selection time and discuss your analysis with your neighbor

•

Speed

Accuracy

Regardless of feedback,
Raycasting and 2D plane are
comparable in speed

• Raycasting is slightly less
accurate

Average
across interfaces

• 3D volume is much slower and

Average
across interfaces

less accurate across the board

CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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“To call in the statistician after the experiment is done may be no
more than asking him to perform a post-mortem examination: he may
be able to say what the experiment died of.” — Ronald Fisher

25
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Dissemination
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Peer Reviewing Process
Authors

Conference

Submit the paper
(19 September)

External researchers provide
anonymous reviews
(by late October)
Meta reviewer summarizes
the reviews, adds own opinion
(early November)

Rebuttal
(12–19 November)

Program committee
(PC) meeting
(early December)

Submit camera-ready
version
(February)
Present at the conference
(April)
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Criteria for a Good Paper
• Contribution: What new insight does it bring to the field?
• Benefits: What can one learn from this / do with this?
• Novelty: Prior publications?
• Validity: Are the claims properly backed up?
• Applicability: How good does the paper match the likely audience?
• Format: Readability and clarity

http://chi2013.acm.org/authors/call-for-participation/papers-notes/
CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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Structure of a Review
• Overall rating: 1: definite reject – 5: definite accept
• Short summary of the contributions and benefits
•

• Recommending accept

“This paper presents… (who) will benefit from (what)

• Concerns
•
•
•

Reviewing Checklist
•
•

Convince yourself that it has no serious defects

•

List the changes that should be made before it appears in print

Convince the editor that it is of an acceptable standard, by explaining why it is
original, valid, and clear
Where possible: indicating not just what to change but what to change it to

Originality

•

Validity

Take reasonable care in checking details, e..g, mathematics, formulas, and bibliography

• Recommending reject

Clarity

•
•
•

• Suggestions for improvement
• Reviewer’s expertise: 1: no knowledge – 4 expert

Clearly explain the faults and, where possible, discuss how they could be rectified
Indicate which parts of the work are of value and which should be discarded
Check the paper to a reasonable level of detail
From Writing for Computer Science (Zobel, 2004)

CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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Reviewing Checklist

media computing group

Assignment 1: Write a Review
• Reading assignments

• Always do the following in either case
•
•
•
•

30

Provide good references with which the authors should be familiar
Ask yourself whether your comments are fair, specific, and polite
Be honest about your limitations as a referee of that paper
Check your review carefully as you would check one of your own paper prior to
submission

•

Pointing at 3D Target Projections with One-Eyed and Stereo Cursors
(Teather and Stuerzlinger, CHI ’13)

•

A Comparison of Ray Pointing Techniques for Very Large Displays
(Jota et al., GI ’10)

•

Towards a Standard for Pointing Device Evaluation:
Perspectives on 27 Years of Fitts’ Law research in HCI.
(Soukoreff and MacKenzie, Int. J. Human–Computer Study, 2004)

REQUIRED
Write a review

REQUIRED

Skim &
Reference

From Writing for Computer Science (Zobel, 2004)
CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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Assignment 1: Write a Review

• April 30th: No lecture

• In groups of six, write a review for
•

Coming Up Next…

Pointing at 3D Target Projections with One-Eyed and Stereo Cursors
(Teather and Stuerzlinger, CHI ’13)

REQUIRED
Write a review

• Submission: One page A4 (Helvetica or Arial 12pt)
• Timeline
•
•
•

First submission deadline: Friday, May 3rd, 2013 before 12:00 noon
Group feedback: Wednesday, May 8th, 2013 in the lab
Revise-and-resubmit deadline: Wednesday, May 14th, 2013 before 12:00 noon

• Graded assignment: 5% total score of the course
CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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•

Enjoy your CHI 2013 with video previews: http://chischedule.org/2013/

• May 7th: No lecture: Student Representative Council Meetings
• May 8th: Lab — Feedback of Assignment 1
• May 14th: Lecture — Human Computation by Leonhard Lichtschlag
CTHCI — Jan Borchers
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